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w Abstract

A

Differentiation and Integration:
hao Dimensions of Political Thinking

W. Russell Neuman

Conceptual differentiatIon is defined as the number of .discrete,

concrete eleuents of poliical information an individual possesies and .

uqilizes in his or her evaluation of political issues. Rather than the

more commonly used textbookish political knowledge indices, this measure

corresponds more closely to knowledge-in-use. Conceptual ingegration is

defined as the explicit and spontaneous organization of ideas and infor-,

nation in terms of:abstract or ideologicil constructs, and represents aryl.

expansion of-Philip Converse's research on levels of ideologibal thinking

in mass publics. These two related dimensions of the processing qf

political idess and information emerged from a content Analysis of verbatim

transcripts of 137 hour-long depth interviews with a representative urban

'was sample concerning national politics and social trends.

The first sections of the paper,describe the languege and constructs

Amtrican,eitizens use to relate the condition of their ow6 liveS to.those

of their fellow citizens ane to the pOlitical authorities. Even'in this

smallish sample,,spectacular variat.ion in the cognition and evaluation of

political life is revealed. Later sections of tbe paper relate Variation

in levels of the differentiation'and integration of political information

,to antecedent variables such as level of education and resultant variables.

of political behavior. As expected, education plays a very central role, .

but there are some surprising interaCtiW-linkages with patterns of politicaL

thought. One especially intriguing finding is tht conservatives have signi-

ficantly lower scores than liberals on indices of differentiation and inte- .

gration. The ramifications of-these findings for survey research methOdologY

and dominant theoridc of mass political behavior are discussed.

Ow.
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It has been noted that belief syitems have never surrendered easily

- to empirical study and,quantification (Converse; 1964). In-fact, empirical

work in this field may have passed a unique benchmark when two sets of

researchers working independently had derived rather similar measures of

political sophistication -- the special irony being that the two measures

were scored in opposite directions.
1

:s-

Given that one rese eardher's sophistication is another's simplistic

thinking, we may benefit from an attempt.to rethink the dominant approach

to measurement which refies so heavily on inferentes from correlation

matrices of political opinion items. ls present study puts forward an

~alternative approach to the measurement of patterns of political thinking

which is based on a rigorous content analysis of the natural language of

political discourse. The study involves 137 hour-long, loosely structured .

4

depth interviews concerning national politics. EaCh interview was tape-

recorded and transcribed. Trained coders.combed through the transeripts

recording each spontaneous/reference to a political 'object or issue and the

linkages the respOndent made between them. lbere was strilcin variation

in both the number of political references map and patterns of linkage.

147y interviewees repeatedly responded to political questions in,strictly

personal terms. A primary finding of the study was the identification of

two complementary dimensions of political thinking:: Conceptual.Differen-

tiation -- the ability to identify and discriminate among various political

issues; actors and events which jostle each othdr-for attention in the

news media, and Conce),tval Inturation the explicit organization of ,

political ideas'and issues in terms of abstract or ideological clonstructs.

;
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Before turning to a more detailed description of the research design and

findings, however, A( may be helpful to briefly review the correlatianal

research tradition,in ihe study of political opinion structure which predi-

cates this' research.
2

MEASIRES OF POLITICAL ATTITUDE STRUCTURE

The seminal article in this field is.clearly ConversIt'.s "The Nature'

of Belief Systems inliass Publics" (1964). Expanding on central findings

of The American Voter (1960) and Hdtbert McClogky's ikrk (1960) on different

styles of political thinking in political elites and masses, Conversi con-
4.

trasted the level of organization.of political opinions in a sample of

Congressional candidates and a cross7sectional sample. The research is

organized around the concept of constraint defined as, "the succese we

-wduld have in predicting, given initial nowledge that an individual holds

. a specific atO.tude, that he holds certain further-ideas and attitudes."

.Converse went on to explain, "if a pefson is opposed td the expansion of

Social Security he is probably a conservative and is probablity opposed as

well to any nationalization of private industries, federal aid to education,

sharply progressive income taxation and so forth."- (1964, 207). Converse's

measure of constraint was the average inter-item correlation coefficient,*

for a set of survey items concerning prominent political issues. The

constraint in belief systems so mbasured for the elite group was, found to

be twice that ofihe mass sample (Goodman and KTuskal tau coefficients of

.53 and .23 respectively), Conyers. was cautious not to interpret the data'

as evidence that his elite respondents were more "logical" in their thitking.

5
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But clearly the higher level of constraint was-seen as an indication of

cognitive-sophiStication.

In our estimation, the use of such basic dimensions of
jndgment-as the liberal-conservative continuum betokens a'
contextual grasp of politics that permits a wide range of

'more specific idea-elements to be organized into more
tightly constrained wholes. We feel, furthermore, that
there are many crucial consequences of such organization:
With it, for example, new"political events have mbre meaning,
retention of political information'from the past is far more
adequate, and political behavior increasingly approximates
that of our sophisticated."rational" models, which assume
relatively full information. (1964, 227).

Converse went on to discuss A broad array of related issues and

alternative approaches to measurement but the correlational measures of

constraint,have attracted the most attention and recently havvbecome the

basis for an intense but polite debate in the journts ovet two issues:

(1) are the beliefs of the mass public really significantly less constrained

thanoihe elite? (Luttbeg, 1968; Brown, 1970; Bennett, 1975; Farah and

Miller, 1974) and, (2) has the pattern of low constraint and sophistication

Among taSs publics changed since thewquiescent Eisenhower era? ..(Pomperi

1972; Nie and Andersen, 1974; Bennett, 1973; Nie, Verbs and' Petrocik, 1976;

Miller.et al.:1976; Popkin et.al., 1976;.and'RePass, 1976).

The use ofi.nter-item correlations as an indicator of sophisa6ated

cognitive structure (MA not pass without serious and sustained crAticism.
3

More recently, Popkin et al.(1976), Bishop et al:(1978), Sullivan et al.

(1978), and Petrocik (1978), among others, have noted that the correlation

used in this literature are extremely sensitive to changes in question

forffiat. Since item:formats lave changed dramatically from'.survey to survey.

,
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andfeven Within the ICPSR national election series, comparison across
,

4
. studies and over time is extremely pro44eMatie. Additienally, RePass hhs

made the point that surveys in which more of the items have comnon referentsA
. .

exhibit .hifher inter-item correlations.. He notes, for example, that one of
- .

)
Abe more recent of the ICPSR election studies had three items referring to

,

Vietnam:which may artifactuallY increase the apparent constraint in the'
1

fdteign policy area (1976, '829).
--..,

WI

I
.

., . . -.....

These are important-teChnical,problems for which, hopefully, technical

solutions will be found, But there exists a much more difficult and funds-

mental issue: Is-opinion constraint really a valid indicatorIaf ideology'

or cognitive sophistication? If efforts to reduce and control for measure-

I
anent error in constraint indices are successful, will we be in possession

of a theoretically meaningful instrument or simply a highly refined-measure

of sone other phenomenon?

Our discussion thus far has touched on two distinct constructs for

which-constraint has'been used as an indicator and both carry considerable

intellectual baggage. ihe constructs are ideology and cognitive sophisti-

caAon. Ideology is one of number of freAuently used concept's with

frustratingly diierse and multipile meanings. Minar (1961), Putnam (1973),

MUllins (1972), Bergmann (1974), Johnson (1968) among otbers, have put

together definitional lists. Drawing on their detailed Compilations and

discussion It is possible to identify four primary elements of the construct:

ideological thinking is,, 1) politicall# oriented, most public el:rents and

issues are perceived and interpreted in political terms;_ 2) structured:*

around abstract concepts, cognitivelinks are made between specific issues.

- 7
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and abstract theo"retical principles; 3) closed, opinions are,rigid and

resistant to new (estecially contrary) information; and 4) emotionally

chaiged.

'

- Pdlitical sophistitation has also been:defined and operationalized

in diverse ways by different-scholars. Our attention here will f4cus on

the overlap betWen the sophisticaiion and ideology constructs. Definitions
I w

of both, often include the first two components identified above, a political

orientation, and the strueturing of political thought through the use of

abstract concepts. The intriguinglquestion of whether politicized and.

abstract thinking leads in some tatural.way'to closed-mindedness, or

especially emotionally charged political beliefs will be set aside for

later analysis.
41

Constraint.meaSures make rather awkward inAcators of ideology slid

sophistication. They require the asspmption that increased correlational

constraint between a number of specific issue items indicates that the

tapir/164s have been deduced from more abstract principles. The difficulty.

stems from thefact.that there are numerous potential sources of constraint

other than abstract thinking. Converse, for example, in his original

article elaborates the distinction between logical, psychological andsocial
.

sources of constraint. He-notes that while Americans might have absorbed,

the notion that "communists are athiests, very-few may understand the. .

historical and philoSophical roots of such an obseivation and mayswell be

repeating an often-heard phrase or,simply assoctating 'cdmmunists' with

)

everything wickad and ev1l"-(1964, 212).
, -

It would seem to make strategic sense at the current stage of inquiry-

to maintain a clear distinction.between the definitional components of



ideology and sophistication and to pursue unique measures. of each. .0ne
,

individual- might sttidy history and politics and after a thoughtful review

Of issues and events come.tp an ideological positioh. In contrast, another

might.simply be repeating slogans and abstracqpns absorbed uncritically

from friends and associates.
(

The componential approaCh allows"us to explore
00

empirically why an ideologue may be more or less spphisticated and why a

sophisticated observer of politics may be more or less ideological.

TWO MMENSIONS OF POLITICAL THINKING

t

If the correlation-constraint approach to measuring political attitude

structure dominates the litetaturet-it is less a result of the method's

proven validity ihan its methodological convenience -- every opinion poll

and survey, of more than one item offers another opPortunitx for analysis.

A fruitful inquiry into,the nature of belief systems, however,.requires a

more sensitive approach to measurement, one which allows the respondent

.the opportunity to structure his or her own hellefs rather-than simply

respond to a sampling of ,prescaled, fixed alternatiVes. Robert Lane's

depth intervlew approach in his study of mass political ideology (1962)

offers,particular promise for the Study of everyday political discourse.
4

This work dtaws,on the tradition'of the clinical intervie4 and

earlier study by Smith, BrUner, and White (1956). Lanes research was based

o Yery loosely Structured interviews with 15 middle and lower class men

from New Haven., There'was an amazing breadth of topics discussed 'ranging

from childhood perceptions of politics, fears, hopes, and life plans to a

detailed evaluation of current political issues. Basically Late's approach

was to continue the interview untAl the respondent was !!talked out" and was



mer.a.ly repeagftg points already made.. The interviews involved from 10 to

ZO hours of contact Etna collectively resulted in 3,750 'ages of,typed

transckipts, which in-turn became,the basis of his.book. -The detailed sr

transcripts allowed Lane to study totAthe languagellis'respondenta used
A

and the flow of their logic as they introduced- iasues, explored alternatives

and explained their thinking or, as was often the case, their lack'of interest

ih 4 particular mkter.-

A more systematic approach-amenable to larger scale survey applications

is.Converse's L4.10 Conceptualization measure. It is.based on a content
- 4

analysis of transcribe open-ended answers bforespondents to eight questions:

what,they liked and di iked about the Democratic and Republican parties add

what would make them vote for or vote.mainst each of the major presidential

candidates. The interviewing was conducted during the,presidentialcampaign

.N,.1956 so most citizens had beeh confronted with information ationt,the'-
, L

, . .
. .

6andidates and parties and given the matter some thought& .Converse4
) I -

interested in what organizational framework Or yardstick individuals used .,

. .

to locate the candidates and parties,and make sense of the.electoral hubbub.

His finding that a !re two and a half percent of the electoratejm 1956

provided clear evidence of ideological structuring of beliefs and opinions

has been frequently cited. (1964)

#

Lane's approach has.the special strength of allowing less articulate

respondents the time to develop and express their thoughts and'there is

greater sensitivity to the character and organization of language than in

\Converse's measure% But the clinical interview approach lacks the focus,

rigor and comparability which is necessary if the data'are,to be used

ultimately in multivariate causal analyses, and the,data colleCtion.costs
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..--,/ for 20-hour interviews.are prohibitively high. Conyerse's ipprOach has
,t-

F.

. .

the advantage of viable large scale,appl.ication buit the .focus on parties.

and Candidates at eleetion time couledistort the assestment of the day-

to-day processing o"f pOlitical informAtion by mass blies. Also the fact

that in his measures interviewers transcribed respo dents' 'rymarks in long-
.

hand on the questionnaires may have further restricted the data's accuracY.

46 sought a middle ground, rviable, general-use, and theoretically.
grounded measure of cognitive structure.in mass publics which drew on the

' strengths of the work of both Converse and Lane, and maintained the dis-
.

Unctions between the various.components of the ideology and sophistication

constructs. As noted above, two dimension§ of analysis emerged from a

careful reading of their parallel inquiries and the related literature

concerning the structure.oemas.political Ognitions -- conceptual dif-

fereneiation and-Antegration.

For Our purvosés conceptual differentiation is operationally defined

as the number of discrete, concrete elements o/ political information the

individual utilizes in the course of his or her hour-long depth interview..

It is akin tqfpolitical knowledge. But veridical knowledge would be better

measured by.e focused exam. Conceptual differentiation might better be

..described as knowledge in use. We focus on patterns of.cognitive discrimi-

nation, the ability and inclinttion of the individual to identify and

separate the various issues, political figures, units of government, interest

groups, :events anA social trends. Qnly spontaneous, volunteered references

to a specific issue or political entity are coded incthis measure.

I

Intuitively,-.6ne..vmulid expect that an undifferentiated view of politics

* would be self-perpetuating because without a certain minimum-awareness of
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tasic political processes and institytions,politi c.41 newa fro*tel.ivisiOn!'

. and newspapers would be a meaningless and corifusing junible f iitraLie
t

words, unfamiliar faces and vaguely famillar report rs standing In.front
.1

c.

Iry

of buildings in WashingtOn.

;

The second dimension of analysis, conceptual integ ation, is comple-
.

mentary to the Oirst arid reflecte the other common component of

sophistication and ideology -- the use of abstract concepts in t e struc-
.

turing of belief'elements. It is qpimefeMentary in 'the sense that an

individual must differentiate elements of the political domain to some

minimum degree iri order to have elements to integrate. Cdricepttal inte-

gration'is *rationally defined as the spofttaneous 'and persistent use of

abstract concepts to structure beliefs anoLopinions in the collie of the

depth interviews on American politics.

The complementarity of the concepts of differentiation and integration

4

may be;useful in coming to understand the process by which.some citizens come to

have a full and sqophisticated,understanding of the political process .and.

! others not. Growth in politicalrtophistication would stem to involve a

-spiraling,back and forth between an increasingly differentiated under-

-

standing of the political procesd which in turn requires the individual to

use a higher level of abstraction or some anchoring concept to put the

discrete pieces of information in some kind ok mana&able and accessible

order.. This new structuring of the political domain indoturn allows the

individual '(:) assimilate, retain and interpret further.poiitical information.

AB an analogy, it might be helpful to imagine what a game-of chess looks'like

to the uninitiated -- the chesstboard a confusing array of strangely shaped

pieces which jump and zig-zag around until someone mIraculously.wins.
.

g
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Gradually, howevei,' through observation and the asking ofipn eccasional.

' :question,..the observer.becdmed able ekdifferentiate"th pieces and their
. . , .

.
1 ' .

. '
characterisfic movements'and if he is persillaht,ultimatelY ;to undev.-'

. , . .

....

.
. , *

. stand
,

how the inditidual movements,fft together into a nftified strategies
. .,

.and styles of play. e notl.on of a spiraling procesAl(etween differentiation

.
,I, :.

,

and'integration in an indriridualts acquisition of--nowledge in a partieglar

field has numerous antecedents'in the MAAS of education, Tsycho1ogy and.
.l

,t

TRIAtiCal sociology-- 4PlagetT-1452; Brunec, et.41--.-i.-1-956;---Zajonc, 1968;

Schroder et al., 1967; Berelson et al., 1954; Gardner, Schoen, 1962;

:0114;

Whiteheed, 1929) Alfred North' Ubitehead'in Wis writings on education and'

.
.

science for example, laid particular emphaSiii on thw'rhythkof.learntng, a

i a .

:.,

patterned movement back and forth betn facts and theories, between the
-,

,

.

, excitement of a newlnsight into 'IOW the parts fit together.and the hard
. ,

work-of studying each of the individual elementsyhich must predicate that

insight. In some 'ways this process reflects the collective growth of'

knowledge in science as characterized by KUhn (19621, the continuing accu-

= mulation-of ficts until a nevintegrative paradigm emergeg to order the data

'in.a more sophisticated and parsimonious way.

O'z

Although most versions of this process identify it as'a chicketf-and-egg

causal loop, differentiation-As often defined ip one sense as prior to

integration suggesting that it would be po§sible to have.a highly differen-

tiated but uniptegrated conception of politics but not the reverse. Perhaps

/Cstrong interest in polips but lack of forthal schooling raight lead to

auch'a configuration. ,The following analysis will attempt to explore that

pattern and the extent to 4hich those with less education might.use more. Ak

1

concretely focused anchoring concepts tO structuretheirpolitical universe.

141.
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It is also Possible, of course, that some individuals simply'have a high ,41.

tolerance.for the inherent amPiguities'of a highly differentiated.but

..

- *integrated conception of the mlitical world. A related phenomenon is.

the possibility of "ideology by próx*whereby the less sophisticated rely:

on more aophisticated acquaintances for cues it understanding what goes -

wiip what. (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955, Converse, 1964.i.,..

Mere are sone strong suggestion that 'the variables of conceptual

differentiation and integrattn in the political sphere may haVe some

naturpl discontinuities, some'cutting points of special significance for

pol*tical behavior.. One possibility with roots in Marle,a conception of' .

the lunpenproletariat (1852) and Survey research's version of know-nothingiam

Oyman and Sheatsley; 1947) it:the idea of a .ielf-petpetuating and viroved

.bottam-strata'of individuals who successfully defend themselvei.from any

increasing interest in ot information about politics. Ano*r cutting
u

..

,

poik at the higher end of the integratiOn dimension,which suggests itself

is a working undertanding of the likral-conservative continuum. It wou,ld

seem to be'a requirement Tor trie aucc%Ssful processing of the daily outpouring

pölitical information for the news"media. We turn, then, to an analysis of

the depth,interviews to address theSe issues.

LI

THE BAY AREA:SURVEY DEPTH INTERVIEWS

A series of transdribed.hour-long depth interviews on attitudes toward

the politicar systern conducted bY the Berkeley Survey Research Center in 1972

, ,offer a special opportunityto refine a new measure qf political conceptuali-

zatiOn. The"original purpOse.of-the-se interviews was-to validate seVeral new



,

scales of political alienation-allegiance and'possible dissatisSaction
I

with tfi, quality of life. Data on a battery of over 500 closed-ended

itarhad been collected in a previous interview and a aelf-adpinistered
. ,

questionnaim, The depth-interview technique of Measurement validation

16

.
was explained to respondents and fhen the interviewers proceeded tO review

a number of broad questions of politics, allowing the respondent to set the

pace and tone of the interview.

A number of the characteristics in the BAS depth ihterview make it

, an especially attractive medium.fot.exploring political conceptualization.-.

Initial questions are diffuse and general, sallOwing the respondent. to

Afine the salient issues.- But there.were also.ixtensive follow-up ptObea .

* 4

I.

to clarify', for example, whether individpals.dissatisfied t4th-their.tcopomic
-

L

situation blamed themselves their boss, or blamed the political ore

system in some way for their.fate.
,

ft

After respondentsvere given ample opportunity to mention: issUes.and

.

events, a number of the more probinent%issues of the d'ay were raised by

interviewers including economics, crime, race relatibnp,,the edvitonment

and the quality of education. An especially interesting section of the

interview ptobes the respondent's doughts on some rather abstract principles

of politics including political freedom, equality, demecracy -and the legiti-

macy Of political institutions in America.4 Interviewers were instrucad to

,

probe and challenge each comment in an attempt to bring out whatever reasoning.

lay behind, these various opinions, thus presenting an ideal opportuniq to

explore patietns of logic dnd the individual's ability to organize facts

and'ideas.
5

us

Ar.
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The interviews averaged about an hour in length and were typed in

full from tape recordings, resUlting in single-spaced transcriptions which-.

averaged about 20 pages'in,length., Four advencea graduate studehta in the

fields of political science, sociology and law wre recruited to code these

franscripts for patterns of political conceptualization.

The fikst,task was to count eind code each spollaaneous reference to

a political.object or issue. The unit of analysis was a passage that is,

the-original question and response, and the one or two follow-up.probes

44146

which concern the same topic. Some were briei and involved yea, no, or I-
.

,don't-know responses. Other passages dealihg with high salience issues

might run several pages in length.

*
The cOders wete iooking for references-to common identifiable political

issues such 'as unemployment or high taxes, the tention,of'poliacal figures, -

'groups., general constifuencies, 'events and, of course, units of goverament.
4

The first coding decision when such references were made concerned whether

the statement was, in fact, volunteered or whether .the respOndent was simply

iepeating a term or issue raised by the interviewer.
s

%

Once a volunteered reference was locatedothe second step in the.coding

process was to establish that tbe xeference was made in a political context.

This was often the most difficult part of the process. Take, for example, a
t

respondentiraising the issue of crime. If the r4erence was.to "...increasing

Ctime in the streets, the government ought to.drsomething about it," or if'

it concerned lenient judgeS'or an unworkable penal dystem, the reference is
-,

obidously political inliAture. If instead the comment involved an incidence
/

I.

1- .
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of crime.in which the respondpnt or

is not clear whether the individual

a relative was personally involved, it

actually sees.the.issues'as a social

or political problem rring the coordinated response of tile community.

e key analytic concept'here is "supxa-inaividuality." .Thus if an event

or object 1.0 Seen by the respondent as being cause44by or requiring the

resPonse of more than one individual, it.'was judged to be a political reference

This was not a hard andlfast coding rule. The 'coder had'to make eech decision

in the context of the.particular tnterview. References_to_clearly political
0

entities such as Congress, or the Constitution, or the use of such terms as

"socialism" or "free.speech" are ceded as Political references automatically.

The final step in the coding process was to insure that references to

specifio objects and issues were counted only once. Our interest is in the

number.of distinct political objects and issues gentioned by the respondent

rather than the frequency with.which vaiious isspes were raised. pders

transctibed the issues and terms ou special coding sheets to insure that

each was counted only..once even thoUgh it might be referred to at se:/etal

points in the interview!'

/

4 CONCEPTUAL DIFFERENTIATION

The key notion underlying measurement of conceptual differentiation

is specificity. How many specific political issues, actors andevents W111"

'a respondent bring up in the course,of an hour-rlong interview? Among the
4

137 resPondents there was an impressive range of from 1 to 04 political

references made in the course of the interview. The average was 26.7,.the

standard deviation, 16.5. ,

Z
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One might justifiably ask how an hour-long interview on politic, ckmt

be Conducted without a respondent mentioning more than one.pOlitical object.

The answer is straightforward enough. The rqspondents talk about themselves.

-Their mode of thinking, it turns outt'is overwhelminglyself-centered, and

concrete. Aie they satisfied about the way things have been going in this

country? Their response concerns .their job, familyb friends and neighbors.

Each politically-oriented probe elicits a response which reflects only'the

.individual's own life-space.. An economic-situation probe elicits comments

on the price of bread at the market last week or a decision to put off buying .

a, new,.TV., Questions concerning racial problems may elicit a detailed,des-

q

cription of the "bladk lady wfio was eleCted head of our PTA." There is no
4 4

referencedto social Or political causes cOnsequences.
t,

_

'Such. patterns of thought Which translate all polititcal and social

questions into.personal ones, howeveri are net the modal response. The

4 4,

political discourse.of most people reflects som%mixture of social and

personal concerns. The analysis proceeds then, to'explore this mix. What

kinds of political oblpcts Are most salient to the,mass c4tizehry? Are

there some distinetive clusters and-patterns of political discourse?
4

. Political Issues. The coin of the realm in the political speech of

(the Mass citizenrris clearly the "political issue0" ,- a topicaLpolicy,

V

qtlestiOn or cluster of policy questions usually,identified in the media and

interpersonal discussion by a key term or 'phrase such as "busing," "taxes,"

"civil liberties,
II ftcrime in the streets'or "the energy crisis. 4 was not

necessary that respondents actually take a po"sition on each issue or that they

mention a particular key term. A respondent need only raise the issue in

some way. 'typically the flow of the interview would go as follows:

S.

- 8
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a

Q: Could you tell me some of the things aboUt America you're
well satisfied with?

A: Well, I'm glad to see we're out of Vietnam, and it looks like
latest announcements are that we might try to solve our trade
deficit problems, I think also racial relations problems,
I think maybe we're making progress'there...

.In this case the original question is very.broad, basically asking the

respondent to list issues which are salient to him.

.Another.pattern involves a question Whfch raises a.general issue
_ . _

area.Such as the environment and the respondent translates that key term

into more specific issues which ate meaningful to him.

Q: How about the environment? Are you satisfied:with the-quality.
of the environment around here? .1

A: "think we're moving in the right'directon toward the environ-.
, -

went to try to restrict automobile traffic into San Francisco,
for example. It's interesting that many of the-new office
buildings are being built without any new parking'facilities'
whatsoever. It's a step to encourage, people-to take mass transit'
and BART [Bay Area Rapid Transit].

U
A It this respondent had answered sitply that hexthought the environment-

.

was-getting better or worse, hwould not have been credited with raising

. ,.

. ...

an issue beCause in such a cane he wOuld only be r*sponding directly to the

queition. The essence here is not opinionation, but awareness of currently

discussed-policy questions. In one case an elderly gentleman mdntioned

. prohibition which is not in most circles at ihe moment a hotly debated topic.

This*case,-accotdingly, was cOded instead as a reference to an histOrical

event. On the average, respondents volunteered,references to about ten

issues in the course of the depth'interview.

4
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A distinction was made bettmen specific and general tssues. In order
. .

to,qualify as a 11 specific issues the reference had tO concern a partiduiar
4

bill or proliosal recently considered by ihe yoters or a legislative body.

Examples of specific isaues.would include a school bond referendum, a

proposed new ireeway, a bill in Congress, an fternational incident. As

one might expect, Most references were to more general issues, at the rate

of about four to one.
%

In the .course of discussing_iSsues_and events, various political' actors

might IA' mentioned. ihp reference might be tO the.President Or Congressohan

organized interest.group, an issue or a private citizen. One fairly dtraight-

.
; forward way of organizing sucli referebces is as follows.

Units of Government. We gre concernedtere with distinctions betweeft

the judicial, legislative and executive branches of governioltntibetween4he'

two houses of. Congress, between federal, state and.local authorities, or any

of the various federal ageng,i.es and bureaus. For some individuals, the term

goLntent may refer to an undifferentiated bureaucratic monolith. There

tf.

may exist no notion of differentiated responsibility or.checks.and balances.

The bulk of,the citizenry, however, does differentiate un,its and levels of

government. Accordingly, the number ot references to the state department,'

the IRS, FBI, the Supreme Court, the mayor,,the local zoning commission,.and
%

the like,.was used Ls an index of the extent of such differentiation. On ,

the 'average, about four such references, or aistinctions were made.

#-Organized Political Groups. -The modal reference here would be'to a

political party oran interest group-of some sort such, as the' AMA, the Home

Own'ers Association, the John;Birch Society, or the NAACP. Almost all interviews.

.e
2 0



.involved some.Volunteered referepce which compared the Democratic and
,

Republitin parties./ Since such references'to the major parties were so

often linked.together, they were counted as one reference (that is, one

,distinction). Referendes to all otherliarties ind interest groups wirt_
. .

.

eachcounted as an additioval reference. At times, indiViduals might'forget

the proper name of a group, get it confused with ,other groups or ask the

intexviewei if she could recall the name. Thus, the American Independent

Party might be referred to as "that othex party...you know, Wallace had

ttiose--people.:11 long-as--the referent vas, clear, it waapOcluded in, the

.differentiation index.

'.

, . General Constituencies.. One of ihe favorite topics of political
/.. ,

pundits an'd students' of public opinion is the;notion of issue'publics or
. ,

.
.

potential*isste publics a group f citizens, who by reason of their racial,

'geographic, ideological, religious or sOcial charhcteristits Eire. fikely to

. be affected by and concerned abai. a particular iasue or piece ofnlegislation.

. When ouF respondents singled out Some collectivity as' actually or potentially.

having been influenced by Or influenC ,11 pelitical decision0.e-was coded'

upder /this category.. The.refetence may be very.broad such as to poor.or

rich eople, or to more specific groups --. peopli,on fixed incomes, blacks,

Mex anrAmericans. ,There'were in this mass sample about twice as many.,

4

.references to these broad constituencies as to actual organized nongovern-

mental groups.

0

Political Figures. 'Is Ardhie Bunker a.political figure? His nay*

was mentioned several times as.typifying an approach to pblitics. Despite

the fact that he is a lictionai charaeter, it WAS decided to include suck,

references he're because of.their prominence in popular culture -- in some

4 : I
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ieeks Archie Bunker may be respons e for gettidg more individuals to think
0 t

about polittcal.questions than the. Ptesident.and leaders Of Congress:com-

bined. Nost references to prominent political figures, however, are m

more straightforward anil easily recognized. Most references were to the

president or former piesidents. With the exception of".the governor of

Californii, all individual political figures Who were yentioned by more'

than 10% of the sample had occupied the presidency.4\ A little more than four

references to various' political figures were made in the average interview. 'I

-A final and soteWhat smaller category was devoted to PolitiCal Events.

suCh as the U-2 incident or a 'recent presidential trip and'ongoing govern--
#

mental programs such as Medicare or the Work, Incentive Program for welfare

recipients. els° included were referenc4 to broader hisoiical trends such

as increasing bureaucratization or a weakening f the role of religion in

American'life: Ihere were about five such referencep in the average interview.

Figure 1 about here groi e

Figure,1 summarizes these patterns of political discoune. A series

of factors and cannonical correlation analyses were conducted on the indices

of these different elements of political discourse an'd the results provided

strong evidence of unidimensionality and communalitY. No signif1catie7'sub-

--patterns'such as a prominent cOvariance between, for example, interest

groups and specific issues Were in evidence. For.the remainder of this

discussion conCeptual d'iffe)lentiatidn will refer to a simple additive index

of the total number of respondent references to all tategories.



1 The intercoder reliabilitfof the index is not easily asseised

because of the complexity of the codink.task. We computed a rough ildex

X
by assigning pairs of coders to single interviews With a.resultant inter-

,

coder correlation for the index of r ...

CONCEPTUAL INTEGRATION

(

The measurement of conceptual, integration included a rather different

type of content analysis of the interview transcripts. In addition to scruti-

nizing passage; and enymerating each reference to an abstract concept, coders

rated the interview as a whole, functioning in this case.as an expert judge.

Coders were asked to characterize the predominant pattern by which respondents

.organized, linked, contrasted, or put in context'the various political issu s,

hactors and events, which were mentioned in the courseof the depth interik
.

The typology.used closely parallels Converse's five Levels of Conceptualization

'(Campbell et'al., 190:.216-265; Converse, 1964:214-219)'. .Given.the prominence

of Converse's distinctions, we sought to test their generalizability beyond .

the election context to a broader evaluation of styles.of political-thought.

His typology proved to be a remarkably,va1id, robust and viable approach to

the measurement of conceptual integraLon. Only two percent of the interviews

were judged unclassifiable and an additional eight percent were noted to involve
/

ambiguities', but were,judged codable... Because the classiitcation of our-
.

long interview entailed the evaluation of a much more coMplex stimulus, the
n

intereoder reliability fell somewhat below the figures reported by Converse

for his initial study. Coders assigned respondents to identical or adjacent

categories 82 percent of the times while inithe earlier ease they were
ti 4

classified in identical categories. 82 percent of the time. Conyse's
4(' ,

A
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definibions of eadhinif the five levels were revised slightly as'indicated

.r

in Figure 2 to'make them somewhat More general and appropriate to the

Figure-,-2--about here

(

evaluation of a Iull length and broad-ranging depthinterview. Ihe liberal-

conservative continuum was frequentlyland characteristically used as a

conceptualyardstick by respondents in the highest category but its use was

not a prerequisite for.inclusion in that-level (as in Converse's original
_ 1, (. . 4 ,

syStem). The following.examples illustrate the . spontaneous anamatbiguous
,

.use of political abstcactions in the day-to-day olitical discourse of

'citizens whose active political participation for the most part was limited

to voting ana an occasional campaign contribUtion. These remarks, of coUrse,

were typically neither particulaAy_profound nor'original but they do,reflect

the ability,of the individual to put.issued in a more abstract context.

a

Q. If you were trying to ithagine an ideal system of governme t,
. how close.do you think, our present system of-government c mes

'to that ideal? ,

A. Well,, i don't kriow of anything that is more satisfactory. I

have soue pretty. reactionary Ideas. I would go back to the .

idea that if anYone'S going to vote on taxing property owners
they should be,property owners who would be.paying the taxes.
That idea went out a cOuple,of hundred years ago, but-it's
still a.pretty good idea...

.
4.

Q. Are there any other ateas of life that we haven'Ctalked about
that you think are very important?

A. Yes. The medical. I,think there should be more research done
on it....Finding the why-nets of the human body, is'important
to the future.

41
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Q. Do you think that ie the responsibility of governmeqt?

! A. Yes, I think the government should have that responsibilitythat
v'is a big*responsibiiiiy.of the goverpment. They should'apportion

itore mbney into.it.

Q. If they had te raise.taxes it do these things--would you want it

/done?

A. Yeah. rwould b favor of lit. That sounds like socialism,

but that is the way i has to be. The type of socialism that

is bad that I am alking abotit is the complete authoritative
power of the pres ient of the United States...not programs that
have to be implemented .for the weliare of the peoppe: a

In both ofthese examples the .respOndents' vocabulary is tieeto the literal-. -
--

constiVative continuum. In other characteristic examples-of. conceptual

-it
integratiOn the emphasis was more.historical as in one:case when the respondent

contrasted America's role in Vietnam to=that of tngland during the Aterican

revolution, fn another case the respondent anchored many of her remarks- with

references to abstract principles of free'dom of speech and freedoT of the

press including, an extended sc nario explaining how a reporter's right to

-
protect his sources is essential to a healthy democracy.

*,

.
'The second level is interstitial, reflecting peripheral, vague,

occasional or_especially restricted use of abstract concepts. :This second

category appears to be poPulated by two tYpespf kndividuals -- those who

have a sophisticated grasp of most political abstraction's and concepts but

are not inclined to use them often and those whose use of abstract concepts

reflects limited understanding or some level of Confusion. Several respondentS,

for ekample, restriCted their use of the liberal-conservative dimension to

spend-save issues, another equated those terms exclusively to the politics.,

of the young versue.ihe old. Political thou4ht characteristic of level'fl

-

Its not necessarily unsophisticated,- just contracted and less explicit than
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level I. For exapple, individuala.might'refer to democracy or ,tWprinciple

of freeaom of-speech in passing with6ut making it alear wheth4-they had a

very full understandthg. of ihe historical and philosophical rOOP3 of-othose'

concepts, or use ehe'terps-Omply as'repiesentative syMbolic -phrases

signifying 46imertcan.ideals of government,- ;

,

As indicated in Fiture 2,, the hour-long.interviewa generatid substan-
,.

ttally higher estimates of the use of abstract concepts and conceptual

integration in thb mass poOulation than Oonverse found.. Our estimate for

1

.level I is about five times the-size olieverses original paramettr,. . .

levels I and II combtned about two and a half times .the f this

may be-due to the more active,political Climate of the 197 s and the more
.

ab. A

extensive opportunity An the depth interviews,for individuals is demonstrate

teir approach to political issues 'and current events. None heless those

S.

0

4

makidg significant use of abstract,political concepts repre ent less-than A ]

'third of the citizenny. It is likely that the length and b eadth of the

intervitw exceed to the Point ofsdiminishing 'returns and.that intervtews,

-

twO or three times this length wOuld.be unlikely to generate percentages for

levels I and II combined, which would exceed a third of thes/sample.

-2.

If a Substantial number of citizens
,

-do not make consistent use of such

constructs 'as the left- ight continuum or similar abstractions to organize

their assessment of American politics, what do they use? There are,

apparently, two answers two more concretelyldoused anchoring points fot

4°' the organizational politioal discourse. In one case, corresponding ti? level

III, citizens organize their response to politics on the basis ofGaffiliatiQn.

with a promfnent social grouping. Passages within the depth 4tervieWs
-
I.

os.
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'characteristic of this level include a':.pattern 'of defining liberalism and
4

conservatism in group interest terms:"

Q: In politics we often hear the terms "liberal" and "conserVative,"
what.do those'terms mean to'you?'

A.:4Well, it means that theDemocrats are liberal and the Republicens
are conservative: That's the Way I look at it, and find that
it's just true. . .

. , . )

Mid what Is there thatumkesIth$ Democrats liberal end the
Republicahs`conservativel Whit:are gheir%tharacteristics?

A.: Well, the Democrats are:for the people and the conservativei Are
for bigibusineis and tlie big Wamcial intereqsin the country.
.And, theY are governed by those big financial interests. And
you see,. they'believe that they should controa-the-finances and
the,big business in'the country. And then they should hind out
the jobs to the people. That's been.always the may. But the.

Democrats don't feel that way about it. That's Why we have.vniohs.

Equally often group intertsts are More precisely fdcused in. narrower and,'
.

'straightforward self-interest terns. A retired army sergeant, for example',

.
. .

, .
. . :.

..

answered the.questionsonihid saqsfaction with Ame4can government, the

quality of life'in'America, "face relations, the need for political leadership
, . .

.
0 .., V . V

u,iotism,.'wich spectfic,raferences to the Cnterests of retired military
.."

- ,

.

peTsonnel..r:atotal of Mieferences within the hour-long interview. This
,

,-,4Y.: . 0,. 0 e -

A group-interest mode of coghitive organization- characterized.rougHly a third
,

.44

r,
: of the asample.

"Anotheralternative to a relianCe on abstract concepts to organize
. '

Toliticaldiscou
..,

kse is characteristic of level IV. Citizens oronize their,
....

. .

. ; .

.'-,. responhe to'gpverment on a seemingly straightforward mechanism
.,
of.electoral

,

,
..

,
. .

.. reward and punishment based on the incumbent's abillty-to generate peace, 0.
. .:.

-1

-
.,:prosperity, and sense of adMinistrative competence. Among these respondents

e

. .references to ii'sueSare seldom finked to"abstract-scincepts,'or to.each other..4.

f.
.

;

.
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'34py are occasionally,litked 'to social groups bue moot often exist as free-

)

floating pplitical oheervations. To the extentthat issues are stru4ured,

2
they are seed as being either, successfully.or-unsuccessfully, resolved by

recent governpenc action. Skepti9al of abstract arguments of politicat

5.
0 '411

I

pgilosophY on how the pyoblems should be'approached and-wilo might differn-.

. ,

tially benefit, these respondents reflect the sieieotype of "the man from

'Missouri," demanding'to be shown the concrete result. Oqe'respondent, for'

t . I

example,. came right to the poiint:

1N\

0!
Q: Do you think: there is anything yo4 can do about the things you

,
are dissatisfied'Wiih? f I

) :
.

,

, ,
. . ,

. AI No, I don't., Just keep voting an&trying -to find the right ,

''candidates'and juat trying to do what I shbuld.db...live a

decent moral life and, do what 1,0d in.the community.

. ,, ' .
,.

Qv' In some way, can you have, an effect? .
,

,

.

.

.

.

4: A slight.effect, yes. But it taices.a while-.-If you vote pmebody

An, ydu are not sure,wtat he can-do. No man Cantpromise anything,

but I dan certainly work to delett hiftoif I find somebody who :
ft

promises something fprefer moie. Or .if he'disappoints me, I

'-can'work very..hard to defeat him next time. I alwaYs help in

pofitics. : , -.
.

*4..i 116

/LOU:, according toestimates 'generated from our depth interviews,

.

,

: . ,

represents a little less than a third of the adult' Populption.

The fifth an&final level,identif,ies.thaseeonsistently
apolitical

respondents who may makc an occasional fefetence.to a political issue or

two but show littld evidence'of any a the'pattetns'of cognitive organitation
e.

identified above.

40

,.Figurp 2 illuitrates anpihdi 'aspect of our approaChto the study of

-conceptual integration. The "levels" or'conceptualization can be seen as.



independen4 dimensions rather than'mutually.exclusive, hierarchical.

categories. Much of the attractiveness of Converse's original discuision'

4.this typology is its parsimony and clearly ordered organization of

"types" of belief systems in mass publics. Indeed, tp its more generafized
. )

414' form, it has proven to,be a remarkably robust/analytic tool. But:because,

references to political abstractions, groups and isSues were measured iride-
r

pendently, we are in a position to test the unidimensionalitY and cumulative

nature of these phenomena and explore the possibility of.natural discontinuities

.or cutting points in the'distributions. The rightmost'four columns of Figure 2

list the numbered central and peripheral references:to abstract concepts, '

, .

reatences to group interest, and free-floating issue references, for those

in each of the five "levels" o'f"conceptuali4ation.

A visual inspection seems to indicate two rather.distinct cuttitig

points which set off levels I and V lit both'ends otsthe continuum from the

middle Mass. The small group classified in level rappears.to rely heavily.
4'

on abstract concepts to structure their comments (abstractions aPpear at a

frequency three to four times that of the rest of the sample. Yet they
Alb

make on the average 3.7 more references.to group interest than ikose in the

(

group ir(terest category and twice the number of issue references th4n the

rest of the sample. The small apolitical cOunterpart at the other end of

the,continuum reflects an equally unique behavioral pattern, ilithis cas

a.strong disinterest in matters political or abstract.
0

A visual inspection also reveals the categories are cumulative but as

it turns out not'enough so thattit quallfy as a Guttman scale. Generally

the prevalence ce passing\refe'rences 'to abstract concepts (a more difficult

criterion in the GuttMan sense) among the lower scale types generates too

many scaling errors to satisfy the ttaditional Guttman criteria.
8

1:9
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Bitcfuse of the prominence of abstract references at all. but the'

6
lowest level of conceptual integration we took a closer look at-the use

of abstractions and their occasional linkage to the Overarching liberal-
.

.conservative continuum. The first step was an attempt to identify,dluiters
%

.
of abstract concepts by enumerating natural terms and phrases respondents

use to denote them -- a complete lexicon for the'137 depth interviews.

The task turned out to 'be not unmanageable, in fact we4turned up -only 287
1. .

.., ,

distinct political terMs, phrases or cliches. All of these 'referencee*,were

spontaneouq, volunteered by restiondentscrather than interviewers, so they

- should reflect'thel salience of these organizing concepts to the public

rather than the inquiring scientists. Drawinil in part on Herbert McClosky's

typology of political'orientations(1975) we identified six prominent concept

groupings as, summarized in Figure 3.
4

'Figure 3 about here

//

The most intriguing finding was the dominance of the stqtus quo-change

:* dimension. Since this part of the analysis is especially sensitive to
4

the substantive'. focus of the depth interview and the groupings-thesselves

are ad hoc, theseexesults/pre suggestive,,rather than definitive. But they

do harken back to de Tocqueville's characterization of the American perspec-

tive aS practical, centrist, and suspicious of utopian ideologies of radical

a

reform. (1840:1.-3)

Figuie 3 illustrates that although the American public does not

routinely use the left-right spectrum to identify a richly articulated and
.

overarching philosophy of governance, they do find occasional use for related

. r
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terms.to j.dentify (and'most oftan to condemn) non.:-centrist'Political

perspectives. Anericans, despite a mode of language4hich refldcts a
. ,

cynicism aboUt the motives and abilities of politiciarls, bureaucrats and

government in general are rather pleased with'the functioning of their

system as a Whole. Even critical events such as ;4;;tergate seem

not to have Shaken this faith. (Snidermart, et al.)'1975) For many..

respOndents, especially in the middle mass III and IV) a1.
collapsed form of the liberal-conservative coninuum proves useful.

IgnorAng left yerSus right', they simply identify political aCtors and

*

issues as.nore or less distant from the status quo. A more philosophical'

conception of modern liberalism which emphasizes government int6rveptron,

redistributive strategies and abstract conceptions Of equality is notably

less prominent.

.

.THE COVARIATION OF DIFFERENTIATION AND INTEGRATION

Differentiation and integration, as we have noted are complenentary

'processes. It is hard to imagihe an attentive, polit cally oriented

individual who in following the 'political news of the day has not developed

sone appreciation of the various abstract structuring concepts.which are the

stock in trade of journalists, columnists and editorial writers. We expect

that an increasingly differentiated view of the political arena will generate

an increaging need for some means of conceptual'organization, perhaps sone

variant of the liberal-conservative continuum. In turn, the image of a

citizen with a fully articulated and sophttticated understanding of political

abstractions who is unable to differentiate the executive from the judiciary,
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for example, is rather iMplausiblet It is an issue, of course, edsily tested
A

with the data at hand. .

I.

We contraste4 the 'index of Differentiationdwith both the five-level

typology of integration.and the continuous Indeic of Integration -- the.actuAl
4

'number pf'references to abstract concepts. The fOrmer.analviseis easily.

summarized in tabUlar form and is presented,as Figure 4.

Figure 4 abont here

The strong paptern of covariance has a iaw-like quality to it Which

reinforces-our hypothesis of complementarity. Only a scattered fewles-

pondents follow an extreme deviant pattern of either,very high integration

"ind low differentiation (A the reverse. 39% Of the sample falls directly

on the center diagonal. The correlation coefficientlor this groupedodata

calCUld'tes oui to .60. The scatter plot for the-full continuous distri-

bution of the two indices resemblet;la textbook example of bivariate

homoscedasticily, in this case r .67. In regression terminology, our

respondents on the average would make aboUt two additional references to

9

the issues,'actors. or events, for every'abstraction mentioned.

The issue of heteroscedasticity and non-linearity, incidentally, is

ef.special theoretical relevanceein this te. As we had noted earlier,

there is a certain intuitiVe appeal to the idea of a catical mass in both
.

.the differentiation and integration variables, some kind of threshold or

take-off point of differentiating the most basic elements(of the.political

system which must be reached before the natural spiraling process of

increasing differentiation atid integration comes into play. Such threshold

effects suggested themselves in the continuous distributions for the five

;
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I

levels of integration:in Figure 2, for example...*Similarly,.if anOther,

critical threshold. existed in the middle or higher levels of Concilltual
A

integration wi might expect that increasing differentiation would not be

0
aasociated fiecessarily with additional integration. Thus a basic repert oire'

of abstract Concepts, so to speak, would suffice, and the covariation

between differentiation and 'integration would, be' less distinct in upper

levels, i.e., heteroscedasticity.. But)visual insliection and .a seriei of

statistical.tests revealed nolevidence of either non-linearity or hetero-
11.

scedasticaY.' If a critical threshold exists, it is notTevident in the

interelay of differentiation and Integration,, or takes a form more subtle

than these measures can discern.

Although>-they..covary and could be conveniently combined in an additive

index of sophistication, differentiation and integration are stailstically

and analytically separable. The Correlation of .67.corregponds to 45%

-shared Variance, a moderate enough level to allow us to explore the strut-

turing of political thought in mass publics further through an analysis of

deviant cases, those respondents lagging significantly behind in their use

of.abstract contepts and thOse whose use-of abstract concepts far exceed

what one would expect from the Index of Conceptual Differentiation. Mbst

of the sample, of course, falls on the non-deviant diagonal as illustrated

in Figure 5 .

Ilgure 5 abont'here

Figure 5 illustrates our model for deviant case analysis derived from

Figure 4. Those with consistently low 'or high levels of differentiation 'Ind
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integration are in theclower left and upper right cells of the diagram,

ft

Our primaryr intereit, however, focuses on the discrepant cises, those with

partioularly diffuse or prematurely structured belief systemsk with indel!'

scores one standard error above or below, teSpectively,.the bivariate

reglssion ling for dile inaices of differentiation and integrAtion.. For

the sake of claxity, thoseyith intermediat scores on differentiation
;

,

and integiation are eliminated from this stage of the.analysis. We will

return to this figure shortly in an attempt to establish whether such
, ( 4

deviant patterns are in fact related to unique clusters of opinion and

behaviOr.

'DEMOGRAPHIC.PATTERNS,

As students ofipublic opinion, the impulse is deeply ingrained in

most of us to 7eek.oui the demographic

trends.. Most-political poll data, for
.

,

basis of,opinion diitributions and

example, routinely b e down opinions

by race., sex, educational level:income and:region of the country. Unique

chapters on the role'of each of these variables have become.de agueur in

empirical studies of public opinion and vOting. 'Given all that attention,

our collective intuitive estimates ought to be pretty accurate. Extrapolating

from the numerous studies which identify those demographic. groups which ares

most likely to be intereshid in politics, to vote, to follow political news

in the media, to discuss politics with-friends and colleagues, and to be best

informed (Campbell et al., 1960; Key, 1963; Milbraith, 1965;-Ffanag4n,1972;
0

Verba and Nie, 1972; Pomper, 1973; Asher, 1976) we would expect lower levels

of differentiation and integration among blacks, women, poor people, both.

young adults and senior citizens, those with lower class 'Origins and those

in blue collar occupitional settings, who presumably spend much of their time
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manipulating objects rather than ideas: In datters political, especially
.

as they concern the Use of politital abstractiOns. one would.eXpect the.

manipulation of'abstract concepts is central to' the educational process at

leveL of education'to be of special importianCe. Because the

all levels, we might expect tat educationyobld be especially highly cor-
. y

related with conceptual integration.

Figure 6 about, here

4

I.

Figure'6 reports the results of the series A multiple regressions

to

which attempt to"unravelthe Ousel origins of differentiation and integration

in mass political thought. The bottom line (both literally and figuratively

in this case) reports the multiple r
2

or percent of variance explained by

all deMographic variables combined, revealing, as, regressions of this sort

go, rather low coefficients. These cognieive phenomena, it appeirs,'are'

not. easily predicted from a battery of demogra hic variables.. The primary

factors appear to be education, income, and rac. In order .to explore the

posiibility of a unique linkage between several demographic variables and

one of these two indices, we followed 4 procedur of extracting the mique

variance of each index by running an integration-differentiation regression,

taking residuals and rerunning the demographic regressions on residualized

dependent variables. The results are included in Figure 6. As expected,

education is most strongly linked with conceptual integration. In fact, it

may not be related at nil to the unique variation in the differentiation

index.'

Overall, we conclude from these analyses that the patterns o political

thought under scrutiny here, are relatively weakly lifted to the 1

t".31 5
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,. demographic variables but that among these variables,level of educatibn
A'

Seems to be most significant. As we shall see shortly, however, the .

influence of education on styles of political thought is more complex

4.

' than we had first anticipated.

*

EV1DBNCE OF A SPIRAL PROCESS --

PATTERNS OF POLITICAL THINKING IN THE LIFE CYCLE

An interactive 'spiraling process of the type we have described is a

verij difficult causal pattern to untangle by.means of a'single. survey.study.
6'

We.would benefit, 'Of course,.from repeated Over-time measurementi.: But even

then, because we have no theoretiCal basis on which to estimate lagged 4

effects,-we might move only'a small distance toward a clarification of the

,.causal process involved. The best available alternative strategy would

seem to be an analysis o

various age cohorts.

increase in both indi

"hrowth in differentiation Etna integration in the

expect, given the spiral hypothesis., a steady

with age. But the initial analYsis of zero-order

correlations between age and the indices of differentiation and integration .

indicated no significant relationship. Because of the possibility of a

suppressor effect resulting from the usual negative correlation betweL age

and education and because of the possibility of retrogression associated

with senility and the status of senior citizens we pursued nonlinear and

interactilie effects through a series of analyses of covariance. Still, the

results-were non-significant and unpromising. At this point we.returned to

the spiral theory which had stimulated the analysis in the tirst place for

a further clue on how the mechanism might work. Was it possible that

education served as a catalyst and that 4he effects of age would be different

for the lesser and more educated 'strata of our sample? Figure 7 illustrates
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tI rAther striking results of-..6e enduing analysis.
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Figure 7 about here

., The uppet.portion of Figure 7 graphs the relationship of age with conceptual

differentiation for three, groups, corresponding to.those whose highest level

of education is grade school, high school, and college or above. The solid

line designating the pattern for.grade school rdspoIldents actually declines

with age, starting a little above the overall saMge.mean for the

differentiation index ahd dropp*ng well below *t.
10

This seems to suggest

that the spiraling pattern can actually work in two directions. Those who

enter the work world early.but with little'formal educatioWseem as capable

as any to be attentive to and differentiate the.variOes objects of political

life. But 'without the help.of *integrative abstratt concepts the reaim of

. politica becomes threatening and confusing to some individuals. As a redult

they retreat into a less differentiated and more simplistic conception of

politics. In contrast, just the reverse spiraling prOcess is evident lor

the college-educated with the high school-educated falling in'between with

no linear trend. A similar pattern is evident In the.bottom'half of Figure 7.

In this case conceptual integration doesn't actually decrease ewer time for

a
the grade school subsample but we see a-dramatic and fairly steady growth.

a

among the college echicated. Alsg, we can see from the fact that these trend,/

lines do Apt intersect that the relationship betwten education and integration

is a mudh stronger one.

We cannot be-sure that

here are actually the result

the interaction effects dramatically illustrated

of accumulated exposure to political life through
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increasing,age because given thefnature'of this data we fe unable to'

separate out age and historical cohort effects. It is often suggested; of

.eourse, thi: yoUng men and-women coming to political consctousness during

)
the depriasion, the Seconpl World Wai, or the Vietnam era, would be likely

. tci have fundamentally Uniqueperceptions of the political process. Of

.course, long-teim.panet ate on these variables would 11e necessary to

resolve this issue with any finality.

#

,ALT*RNATIVE CAUSAL PATHS

Clearly, education is an especially critical variable in, the grawth of

sophisticated political, thought. But it is not a prerequisite. We sought

to determine what oonfiguration of yariables might explain how sOme-indi-

viduals with less"fOrmal education ekhibit high levels of both differentiation

and integration. After all, 22% of those'cl,assified in the highest level of

.conceptual, integration and 30% of th9se.in the'second highest level have. a

high sthodi education o'ç less. We analyzed the effects of early socialization, .

and later socialization i the occupational setting'and social life on the

differentiation.and integrabon indices. The regressions indicated indePendent

but small effects for level o income and a high status Upbringing. Sur-
.

A
pristngly,current le'vels of organizational participation and occupational

\
status did noe have a significant independent effect.

\ .

\
We then turned to the notion of a a,piraling phenomenaaof a different

\ .

sort. It was hypothesized that the mutt concrete and immediate issues of

local politics might stimulate interest and in\turn increasing awareness and

political involvement.. Local political involvement is a likely candidate
..

as an'alternative path to political sophistication beuse It is traditionally
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not strongly asilociated with edudation. Generally those Most interested

in international and natiOna politics come from the ,highest educational

4i1
stfata While those with a particular interest in local politics can 'be ,

'found tihroughout the educational spectrum.

pigure 8 about here

t
i Figure 8 illustrates the torrelation of local political involvement

with.differentiation and integration controlling for level of education.

lie Index of Local Political'InvolveMent is based on the frequency of

participation in.six activities: attending meetings of the town council

of local agencies, such as a school board, writing a letter to an. editor,
4

working with a local group tg solve a community'problem, 4.gning a petition,

qr visiting an official's office as a result of .a.concern with community'

problems. The zero order correlation of the Index of Local Political

Involvement with differentiation and integration is .25 and .31, respectively,

controlling for education the ftgures drop to .18 and .24, indicating 171 both

cases a strong independent-effect.

a

COITIVEOTRUCTURE AND POLITICAL 'BEHAVIOR

The discussion thus far has not emphasized a t4cessary link between

styles of political thikking and political behavior. There are several

reasons for this assumption. First of all, despite the vigor of
(

ongoing

policy debates, on a day to day basis, there are not many opportnnities

for political behavior per se among the mass citizenry. Of course, newspapers

and television-each 4ay offer up political news which many of us absorb more
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or less Ohaiively. ,Alut.eXcept fot the political caMPaign'season every.severai,
_

. . ,.,.,
.

years, an occas1on4 brottheild.at the local school bOard or a political petition,
;

,
'not much omortunicy for the average individual to-act On the basis of his,or

her pdliticalperceptions.presents-itself. During campaigning, political

. .

usually professionally organized. .Thereactivities are highlyo routinized and

-are amplel.opportunities for 1iymbol1c activities. sudh as the wearing of buttons

r .

,and displaying of bumper stickers:- But the bulk of the Public-play roles of

observers rather thanparticipants. 'Second, as-we hae noted, the different

styles.of structUring polititha thoUght identified by Converse a.terms "group

interest" and "ftature'of the times" serve" as functional alternatives to
. 4>

abstract thinking.. Leap politically sophisticated individuals Whose party'

identification and political preferences are organized on a proxy mechaniam,

following the lead of unions or other organizations or trusted and more

politicallY active friends and colleagues may have a functionally consistent'

set of opiniOns and may vote,as often in their own best interest as more

sophisticated citizens who laboriously study the issues and candidates In

making up their mpids. We will return to this difficult issue of the rami-

fications of cognitive styles in public opinion,for the functioning of the

political in a concluding section. But tirst, in a attempt to probe a

little deeper into the character of the caUsal status of the differentiation

and integration variables; we have taken a further brief look at the delith

interview data. 1.:

A caveat is in order here.. The issue of causal direction in the linking

of political belief patterns and behavior is complex. Again, we cannot assume
1

that, for example, an Increasingly differentiated conception of the political

realm causes strong party identification. Pelrhaps there is an interactne or
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increaaing,diff,erentfatiOxeflecting a matemedt froman apolitical:to 4

.
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ing 'process involved hOe too. Much of the etiening' ditcuseion.will
. .,

I .1'4,

y ideutifl patterns 'of covariance without an.attempt to certify

directkon sg-egusility.
,

, e'

,

As a basic strategy of adilysiswe will explore the individual effects
-

and integration, although in most cases we might expectof differenfiati
.

them.to have Ciinilar impact. '.1qur working assumptIpn is simply that' .

.

' political Orienta4on)'wil1 te,tied mostclosely to.political participation,

While increasing conceptual idigkation wilf ye more closely tieeto patterns
1 4 .

.
ideology and opinionation.'

.111,

, 4

We tura first to 1.,ssues of polittcal ideology and paxty identifigation.

We had available' two iridices of.tdeological orientatiNn. Clne was a simple

question which asked respondents'o identify themselves on a five point scale

from very liberal tovery conservative.. The other was a 35 itet scale of

, /Itiitudes towards.specific issues in the 4.iber4-couservStive domain.

- XMcClosky, lg75) We expected, of.course, a non-linear pattern to be in
A ,

evidence vith Ithe most liberal and most conservative exhibiting the highest.

3

14vels of-bqp differentiation and integration.,. We.would expect a more

distinct pattern for integration because of the salience, of abstract principles
111

-'to ideological thinking. Nothing in the research'literature on mass ideology
4,

ith which we were famgiar would lead one to expect more-diffexentitted

Oinking among inaividuals on the left rather than the right, or any greater

dependenceonabstractions pqr se. Thus we anticipated a symmetric.U-shapid

curve in bojth cases.
I

'Figure 9 about here

4
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But as Figure 9 illustrates, there are,some distinct differences we

ha4 not-anticipated. It seems that, as defined by our neastaes of

differentiation and integration, liberals are distinctlimore sophisticated

thah conservatives in mass publics. The ideological self-iddhtification

,

/ .

measure is not particularly helpful because so few people identify themselves

as very.liberal or very Conservative. In this graph we see evidence of non-

linearity for the ideological elite who identify themselves as leaning far

to the left'or right on the political spectrum. But among the middle mass,

the great majority of respOddehts Who simply identify themselveslas fiberal,
-

mpderate, or conservative,,there is a distinct linear trend of- decreasing.

differentiation anclintegration moving from liberal to conservative.. The

ideology attitude index based on Actual compilation of opinions and
t'

beliefs, (and a better balanced distribution of respondents) demonstraees

the linear trend more dramatically.

What would explain such a pattern? Liberals mention on the average

seven more political objects than-conservatives and are about one and a half

times as likely to make reference to a polAical abstraction. Is it a

spurious artifact of some sora Probably not. Analysis of the disttibution

of educatiod acrosg these ideological categories indicates no significant

ponfounding effects. We would not extrapolate from these findings to argue

that the political leaders, scholars, and columnists.of the right are any

less sophistiCared or disinclineeto use abstract concepts.' But it seems

that.in the way ideological palckages filter down to,the mass publics, the

anchoring concepts of conservatism are perhaps fewer in number, less abstract,

and less conduciveto a differentiated perception of governmental process.

This makes senser-on an intUitive lev'e-r: One thinks of the rugged individualist

+
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. of modern conservative thought who exhibits little sympathifor government

11,

intervention in our day-to-day livest ,the growing federal bureaucracy, and

,
.the proliferation of abstract catch phrases based on7"wars on poverty,"

"affirmative action," and the subtlties of detente. We.might think again of

the stereotypical man from Missouri who demands to be shown the concrete

results and has little taste for the abstractions of modern:Politics. His is

.sa conservative posture, perhaps populist in flavor, which reflects a cynicism

toWard the undifferentiated 'symbol of -- Washington/federal bureaucracy/high

taxes/etc. Perhaps suCh-reflections overinterpret the data. There may well be

a simpler explanation. But at the very least, these striking differehces between

liberals and conservatives in the mass population deserve further.scrutiny.

Given the more highly differentiated conception of politics among

liberals, we might expect Democrats to exhibit higher scores than Republicans

on differentiation, but that turns out not to be.the case. The patterp in

-

the final graph in Figure 9 is less distinct but indicates that Democrats

have no higher level of differentiation and perhaps a lower level of integration .

A

than Republicans. So it seems that whatever mechanism which differentiates

the cognitive styles of liberals and conservatives does not.translate into

an equivalent pattern for party identification.

We turn next to patterns of electoral participation. The hypothesis

here is fairly straightforward. One would expect, nliturally enough, that

increased skills-in differentiation and integration are directly associated

with political participation. The dependent measure is the °Index of

ElectoralParticipation based on the freqyency of Involvement in campaign

activities, including displaying buttons or 'bumper stick&rs, atiendance at

political rallies, volunteer work, political contributions and persuading

1/14
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friends or.neighbors to'vote for a particular candidate, in/addition to

voting. The average for the ovpi1-1 sample'llas about three Bud' activities

over the past several years and as Figure 10 illustrates, there is a

dramatic linear correlation between both cognitive indices and electoral

participition.

Figure 10. about here

.Earlier work.on sophistication and participation had indicated.a.,

- threshold effect. (Neuman, 1977) In that-study, higher levels of sophisti-

cation, above the 6tfi or 7th decile, were no longer associated with distinctly

higher levels of participation. But the evidence here indicates a direct

and.linear effect.

yinally, we return to the m9de1.of deviant case analysis.described

earlier to search further.Air. potentially unique effects of differentiation
, /

or integratidn. The strategy here, it will be recalled, was simply to

eilminate the middle mass, those with average scores on both indices, and

identify.the unique characteristics of those particularly apolitical or

politital, and those with an imbalanced pattern of differentiation and

integration. Given the spiral theory of cognitive gN", we would expect

individuals in either the diffuse or premature strncturing cells to be in

45 f

a state of -imbalance and under pressure to develop a more balanced conception-

of politics. Thns,we would expect for these t)ransitional states intermediate

values on the political'involvement and opinionation indices roughly halfway

between the apolitical and political cells. Deviations from that pattern

_A.
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would ifidicate unique effects of the differentiaion or integration:variables

and identifit the special character of the diffuse as opposed t9 preiature

1
structuring.

Figure 11 About here

Indeed, there were,some rather intriguing patterns. With regard to.

opinionation, measured here as an indá of the

1

percent of 35 items in'the

liberal-conservative domain on which the respoildent ekpressed an opinion,

one would expect a rather dramatic difference in level of opinionation with

the politially oriented reepondents the most likely to express their views.

The differences are not strong but the diffuse category with a high level

of differentiation and a low level .of abstract structuring are most opinionatea.

These results suggest there are two reasons respondents select the "don't

know category in a survey. In the first and most straightforward case they

simply are unfamiliar with the issues and have no opinion. In the second

case.which may serve to lower the opinionation levels for those in the. '

lhi
politicaltorientation and premature structuring categories, there may be a

conflict or cross-pressuring of relevant political princIples which would

move the individual after'due consideration and thdught to decline to express

,an opinion on a particular issue.

A Second Amiable Of interest here was the pattern of opinion leadership.

Katz atid Lazarsfeld early in the 1950s demonstrated-the importance of a more

informed and attentive strata of individuals haring information and influencing

the opinions of the less attentive. The question at hand was simply whether

opinion leadership, measured here by an item indiCating frequency of recommending

4

4 5
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Political preferences to friends and colleagues,,is tied to unique patterns

of cognitive structure. Again the evidence is that differentiation rather

. than integration'is the post essential variable. The diffuse and political

cells in this case reflect the highest levels.

-

Finally, in an attempt.to further clarify the origins of ayles of

political thought, we cympared aetentiveness to politicar'news in newspapers

:and' television , measured here is the number of days per-week exposed toj

the media, in the deviant case typology. The- results might be cause for

some concern, since the American public is becoming increasingly dependent

on television for its news. (Roper, 1978) The results,in Figure 11 suggest

that television viewing is-weakly related to an increase in differentiation

but is apparently inversely related to the use'of abstractions to structure

political thought. In contrast, newspaper reading'leads to both increased

differentiation and integration. Given the time constraints on television

news and the often-cited fact that an )entire evening network newscast in

transcript would not fill even the froAt page of a .newspaper, these results
9

seem plausible. But given the structure of the dataanalysis, it'would be

unfair to assume a causal dirdction which'implies that heavy television

viewing in some sense causes a simplistic view of politics when tke opposite

causal direction represents an equally reasonable hypothesis.

0
In these.few final paragraphs we will attempt not to summarize the

analysis but rather to draw three conclusions. The results cited above

indicate that variation in concePtual differentiation and integration is

measurable (albeit by a somewhat laborious content analytic procedure) and



that these two dimensions of cognitive organization have uqique origins

and effects on polical opinions and behavior. At thie point, however,'

It vould seem appropriate to move beyond the statistics to put the results

in a broader context. Our first point concerns the nature of survey research

data:: The second and third points concern more general questions about the ,

role of public ()Pinion in the democratic irocess.

First, one importantconclusion which is likely_to be cirawn from such

labors with transcribed depth interviews is an overwhelming sense of.the,pror

crustian nature of survey research. It is a point, perhaps not easily

onvgyed by the few brief quotations and the summary statistics cited above.

It i an imkession, no doubt, which has struck other analysts who have the

Opportunity to work with the remarks of their respondents in unedited natural

language. By following the natural dynamics of the interview process in

transcript one sees repeatedly how the initial response of the interviewee

to a particular question such as attirtudes towards racial inequality and

the energy crisiS might easily be misinterpreted. The responses to follow-up .

probes and the way in which the respondents organize their answers reveal,

much more than any simple agree-disagree continuum.
1

Depth-interview work of this sort is expensive and time-consuning, but

one of its strongest contributions might be to clarify the interpretation of

more routinely gathered poll data. One of the most surprising findings of

4rthis study was the correlat n betWeen,liberal political attitudes and high

levels of conceptual differ

It

tiation and integration. Further work is now

underwaytotrytodetermineOliberals and conservatives use abstract
*

.concepts in distinctly different ways and whether such a distinction, if it

exists; -agrit -help---n----explain- patterns- of-polit-ical -behavior-

414,
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A second conclusion concerns the relationship of.the inhvidpal to

his or hei political environment.. Recent books by Bennett (1975) and Page

(1978) have emphasized this point. If after a careful exatoination of hour-

long interviews we still find two-thirds'of the mass e torate making only

marginal use of political.abstractions to structure eir\ivaluations of

the political system. It is not necessarily the result of th ir own cognitive

shortcomings. If issues are vaguely defined and the linkage etween candidates

and issues is unclear, it may well be a'result- of a pattern df\Fandidate

behavior and mgdia coverag , which itself is vague and shallow. ' Are columnist
\

has so many column inches, the television reporter so many seconds to capsulize

%
the major issiles of the day. Given the current structure of the news media,

*f

one could hardly expect them to get much beyond the main points of the icsue.

Correspondingly, few candidates have found success by handing out long *mu-

scripts spelling out their policy positions on each issue of the day, Further

research on cognitive patterfis will benefit from parallel analyses oi\ mass

political thought and trends in me4ia coverage.

Clinical psychologists working 11 the area of cognitive 'structure have

argued that a sudden increase in the perceived complexity of al.problem. can

lead to a pattern of withdTawal. (Schroeder et al., 1967) SO a potentially

sudden shift lemedia-coverage'or oendidate behavior could have a disruptive

effect on the democratic process, especially if the citizenry as a whole

came to the sudden recognition o-f how little any of the politicians or

experts understood about our collective problems. There are some signs

that we may be approaching a crisis of.this sort now. But a grldual expansion

of coverage of political events, perhaps a spiyaling increase between differen-

tiation and integration, would seem to be a step in the right direction. The e

A

18
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results reported above contrasting heavy.television and newepaper'use

suggests that our nation's increasing reliance on electronic jouttalism

should be cause for concern.

Third and finally, there is an issue whidh underlies all of this *

analysis. :To what extent are the less sophisticated and attentive citizens

in the electorate more easily propagandized and manipulated? This concern
t_.

has arisen repeatedly in social science research, including the propaganda
, , It. -

research of the 1940s, the concern with mass society the 1950s, as well.
,

, .,,

as more recent research on media and politics. The results reported above,

however, give no indication, that those with lowei'scores on donceptual

differentiation or integration are any more easily manipulated by political

A

apnbols or argumenta. The:intermediate levels Of colnitive organizution

reflecting an orientation toward group interest or-a straightforward mechanism

of electoral reward and punishment represent, after all, rather reasonabled-'

political postures. In fact, the man-from-Missouri stereotype.noted above

reflects a%.cognitive stSie Nore likely to be'ihfluenced by 'concrete results

than rhetoric. This suggests ome intriguing possibilities. It may be that

the more sophisticated and abst actly-oriented citiiens may actually be more

rather than less susceptible to hi manipulative strategies of political

elitis. It is an issue worthy of further atiention.

N.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
,
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II Near Peripheral 4.0
Ideologue unclear use of

.9% abstract concepts
,

III Group Structuringsof
Interest political issues
42% and objects based

on group interest

IV Nature Primarily free-
of Times floating reference
24% to political issues,

occasionany struc-
tured with reference
to incumbent's°

-political p formance

61% 1.5' 13%

892 5.6 15%

.

98% ., 5.5 '34%

99% 12.2

3.9 12.5 9.7 22.9

1.6

LI
7.4 5.7 13.2

1.1, 4.5 6.0 .11.1.
.

%

0.9 3.8 10.1

10

V No Issue Residual cate
Content
22 1/2%

,2

ry I.
8%, 0.7 1.0. 2.3 4.9

. t.
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"The Spontaneous Use of Abstract Concepts in Mess Publics:- Some Prominent Concept Groups

Fitgure 3 .

.

V.11,

piMen-
sion

Average
./41.1anb'er'

Reference-.--
'Ye.Per interview. doncept CV1oup Definition

l' 1.2 A basic dimension of the liberal-conservacive
continuum focusing on pateerns'of politidal
-change

. .

Typical Terms
and Phraees

Status Quo

vs.

ChOnge

.

"revolution

-"reactiOnAry"
ft extremism"

2. .6

tolitical Structure
and Process

Abstractions focusing on due process, issues
of the balance of power and goVeramenyl
organization'

"two-party system"
IIpressure group"
Itpork barrel politics"
powerltructure

.Movernmental

.5 >,Responsiveness to
P public Opini6n

Abstractions focusing on democracy or its
absence

;'majority rule U

"dietstorship"-

-"town meeting".
IIone man one.vote

Law and Order
versus

,Individual Rights-n.

Also prominently associated with liberalism-
conservatism, tbe-se constructs deal with the
tension b'etween authority and individual
freedom t.

"freedom.of speech"
"inalienable rights"
"law and order II

"subversive activieies"

5 2^
Government:Inter-_
ventiOn versus

-Economic
.

Individualiator-

These concepts-deal with general priptiples
' of,government involvement-in economfc life.

ge

"free enterprise"'
"laissez-fai
ftsocialist
capitalism

e u

onomics"

6

.

Equality/
Inequality

. Thepe egneepfilideal with patterns of economi6,
political'and social inequality:and ameliorative .

strategies

7

1

4.0

VA*

Miscellaneous
_Other

tP7

o

;.
Concepts, terma and phrases which either span(
dimensions above Or denote other concepts

4/

sociaf darwinism"
"ffirmative action"
"quota system",

"civil rights"-,

J

"justtce"
"isolationism"
"pacifist" 4
IIpropaganda" 5
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Covarianie of Differentiation-and Integration
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.
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20%

9

35%
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3
,

9%

1

. 45%

18 .

.

39%

17

. 5%

1
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.

. 0%

0

64%

7

.

't.

10%

4

4%

2.

r e .

5%

l'

. V
0

,

8% 30% 34%

-

No Issue , Nature of Group

' Content, Times Inte'rest

15%

Near.

Ideologue

I '

Conceptual Integration Typology

2

r .60

Table percentaged down.

ane

100, 20 df, .001

4

-13%

Ideologue

18%

19%

25%

28%

10%

100%

$
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Social Status

Education
OccupatiorOtatus
Indome

Figure 6'

Demographic Patterns of Differentiation and Integration

:Unique Variance.

,

Differentiation._ Integration

Conjoint Variance

Zero-. Residual Zero- Residual Zero -

Orter Regression Regression Order Regression Regression Ordei Regression
Beta Beta B. Beta Beta B. Beta
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.10*
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Ascribed Status
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Multiple R
2
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4Figure U.

Deviant ,Case Analysis: Diffuse and premature ructuring,
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BAS'DEPTH,INTERVIEW.SCHPULE

GLOBAL EVALUATION OF AMERICAN SOCIETY.

1. Let's start out with,you telling me the things about imerica these days
that you are well .satisfied with.

2. Now how about the.things in America these days that you Are most dis-
satisfied with?--.

3. Well, like most people,youlve mentioned some.good things and some -

things that you don't like, On balance, though, how would

(7

ou describe
lour feelings about the country these days?

4. How does this make you feel? I mean would you say that you feel proud,.
I happy, angry, worried, indifferent, disappointed, confident, resigned,
*or what?

5. Thinking about the things you are satisfied with, who.or What do you
think is responsible for them? How about the government -- the way

*. it operates and the Way our political leaders think and act -- have-
anything to do with it?

6. How about with respect to the things you are dissatisfied withy Who.

or. what is to blame for them?

QUALITY OF LIFE

7. Thinking about your own life now -- I mean, living conditions,47ork,'
family life, the problems oD everyday life in this community geerally
-- how-do you feel about the quality of life you yourself are e eriencing?

I mean, would you,say that you are very pleaSed, sliisfied, dis atisfied,
really unhappy, or what?

0
.

8. When you say that ybu are
important in making this judgment?

9. You've told me your feelings about your own situaiion. Could you tell me

how you think for you, life in this community generally compares to that
of most other people?

, What particular things are most



J.O. What atiout the economic situatioi with respect XL yourself? How. ----- -
, . .

satisfied are you with your sttridard of living, Job, the: taxes you

lave to pay? Well how abo* with'respect to the country as a whole, .

hOw well is it doing is thes4\areas?
,

11. Is crime a problem fSr%you around here? How about where you work, visit,

' and so.on? Is'this Something you worry about.a lot with respect to the
...country as'a whole-

12. How about race relations in the country?\ How do you feel country

is doing in this regard? 'Specifically? Is this a problem for. you

yourself? What about this neighborhood?

(//:

13. Are you satisfied with the quality Of the environment around here?
You knoW, smog, green space; enough parks, and so forth. Is this a

,
prolgem, do you think, for the country as a whole?\,

44. Let'S talk about something a little different.for a Misute. You may

have heard about how some people are sort.of giving upeT society,
dropping out, goi"ng off to live in.the country, for example. They -

complain that things have gotten too big, life-is too comAicated,
that we can't control bur own.lives enough. How do you feel about this? .

'Have you ever felt this Way?

15. All in all, do you sometimes feel like an outsider in this-.country, that

you don't really belong here?

POLITICAL VALUES AND PERCEPTIONS OF GOVEANNENT

16. Now let's talk a little more about,one'aspect of our coUntry -- the

system of government: Overall, how close does the way our government'

work come to the way you think it:should? What specifically do you

feel you like about the way,our government operates? -What are *the
things you disliket

L

17. Some people have told us Chat they worry there is too pinch freedom,in _

America, especially political freedom -- otherehav,e told us they worry

there is too little. What do you think?

18. What about the lelYel of equality in.this country dp you think our

government tretats most people equally and fairly? 1146W about with.respect

to equality of'opportunity? Do you think most people have a fairly equal

opportunity to get ahead?
P.

19. All in all, does this country give most people or groups a fair amount

of influence over policies?

a



' e

V.

t

20, There's been a.toi of tiplk abOut how government, regardless of who is .
.4

in power, can't be.believed, that fublic Offtcials can't re41.3$ be
-.., trusted. HoW,do You feel aboutithis? , :

.

. qv

21. Do you teel that Ae peolde in,government realkk palm about yOur needs
and interests? Do you feel that they.are concerned 'With whaCyou want.
.and are'doing their'best to solvethe dbuntry's'problems? Hosi,about'
'people other tVan yohrEitlfl: Are there some who our. government (regardlesa .
of whith-party is in power) ignores?

/2-. HOw about your owa relationship to the government? If-there was something.
. you wanted:to see done or changed, orjf you had some paiticular problem,

do you think . yourself (or.perhapeyou and some other people) could'
Influence thp go. rnment? .Are-you yourself active polit4cally? Do you
'Tte regularly, ta e part in campaigns, belong to political organizations,
go to political rallies; dbmonstrations?

)
i

23. Have yoti ever felt that the way the government operatdi; is immoral - -0

that is,. that governnent sometimes breaks the rules?

Well, Ne've talked about quite 1 few things. Could I close by asking you
ane laSt general question: Do you feel you_are really committed to this
country.-- or, are there so many things about America that you can't accept, ;

that you don't really feel a part of it?

m'i i.

..

25. One last question: Iii politics we often hear the tdrms "libVtal and_
Itconservative ft

being applied to politics, candidates, or,policies. What
ao tbe ,se t s mean to'You'-- liberal and conservative?

4

4.

4
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FOOTigirES
I.

....t
...:7=; j s

.

,

.

.. '1 The omparison is betren the INDSCAL *easure of Mercuil et al. (1974)
. ,.

....:

-'Mhic4'attributeshigher sophistication to .ttlostwho uSe a greater'.number of :
(

Idimentions of!judgment and die numerous other consiritint measgres based on
,

Converse's mork which assodiate sdphisficationiwith the use of a single.
a

abetil4ct4beralisM-Coneervatism dimension for conceptualiAing,political
,!

issues.... I, ,,
z

Vi

1.

2934aderg.filmiliar with flurry 'of attention in-the scholarly literature4

.
recently to. the.meihodologrof meaguring.attitude struCture and the possibility

.

-of's shift over tfit last decade-in7the level of-attitude constraint inthe mass
, ,

public-may,wish.Wmove ahead to the next section.

3
Characteristic, of this critique are Brody and Page (1972), K ssel

(1972), Popkin et al. (1976) and Wass-(1976).

4 .

The breadth of definitions'and Mtaiures of political sophistication i.

rather,striking. (CF. political involvement,1son et al...11954r political.

informati8n,Lane and Sears,..1964; political cognition, Himmelstrandi-1960;

. A
political competence, AliOnd and Veil*" 1963; political rationality, Shapiro,

1969.)

5
A more complete des cription of the interview schedule can be found in

an appendix.

.1
6
Mort detailti information about the coding process and scoring of the

4

indices of ienceptual differentiation and integration are available from the

//

(1 8-

author.

tto

.
,.1111 ...kb.,
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7 Because of the difficult nature of coding ambiguous.references to

semipolitical issues and events, tilere was poncern about intercoder -reliability

and the validity of the coding proceps itself. The usual indices.of intercodet

rellability are not useful under these circumstances because they are for

the Nist part, based on the proportion of intercoder agreements to the total

.:.number of. coding decisions. There is a difficultY, in, this case, of deter-

mining bath the numerator and denominator. 'The average.interview may include

reference to 500'or more objects, individ is and events, most of them non-

nature,-Uncle Herman, the ing faucet in the bathroom, the

new Ponfiac, getting a promotion, at work and so on. Basing one's calculations

on the fact that coders correctly identified and accordingly did not code these

nonpolitical utterfices .would lead to artifically high indices of agreement.

\
On the other hand, requiring.that eaCh political utterance be given precisel

1-\
the saie'code May lead to an underestimate of true reliability because, for

the most part, the subcategory distinctions were not used.in the analysis.

For example, a respondent may mention a problem concerning property taxes.

Ond coder may designate it as a specific local issue. Another may code it 4,

.. ,
.

. ... ,

\ as one of the frequent recerences to high taxes, a general issue. What is

)

important for the great bulk ofNhe analysis is onl;that the total number of

coded political utteranc4s (the conceptual differentiation score) be accurate.

t-Accordingly,.the most reasonable estimate of coder agreement was taken

to be the average pairwise diffdrence irOstandard deviat

ax

on units or,
7

4AI

A
Where an4 X

2
represent'the Conceptuhl.Differentiation scores for each

1

6.9

41111



II

4
pair of coders, 1.1. represents.theltota1: norther of pairwise cOder comparisons

4

and ax is the standard deviation in x for the full sample.' Using this

formula for the fifteen intercoder comparisons, it was leund that,

123 /
15 22.7

..361

indicating that odiA discrepancie'S accounted for only about:13% of thi

variance which, in oofisfidering the'complexity of the process, would seem to

be a.reasonable figure.

8 .Guttman scale statistics were,computed using unity as the cutting

.point and again using the sample.mean for each variable as the cutting point.

. In the former. case% CR = .95, minimum marginal'reproducibility = .86,
N.-

coefficient of scaiability = a, andithe average interitem correlation

coefficient = .37. -In the latter case, CR = .79, minimum marginal iepro-

ducibility = .54, coefficient of scalability = .53 and the avprage interitem

correlation coefficient.; .60..

p.c.

9 Index of Differentiation = 13.8 4. 1.9x Index of integration,

standafd error of estimate = 12:3._

10 In''order to minimize sampling fluctuations inherent in this small .

sample, the data in this figure and figures 8 and 10 have been smoothed by

.
)

.

the traditional moving average technique, which averages the means in each.*-

,.

reported point with the adjacent means.

70

Mu
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